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Different minds. One Scotland. 

The world needs people
who think differently.
In a world where
everyone thinks the
same, nothing would
ever change.
Different minds. One Scotland. is the first national
campaign on autism and was created in response to
The Scottish Government Consultation on The Scottish
Strategy for Autism, which highlighted the stigma and
discrimination that autistic people face.
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Introduction
The campaign is aimed at the non autistic
population and looks to deliver a clearer
understanding of autism.
Currently at stage one of a three stage approach,
Different minds. One Scotland. aims to dispel the
myths surrounding autism and build solid knowledge
foundations to build upon.
A three stage strategic approach has been developed:

Stage One
Create a clearer
understanding of autism
and dispel the myths
that surround it

Stage Two

Create a depth of
understanding around
autism leading to
greater acceptability
and support

Stage Three
Increase the perceived
value of autism in
Scottish society.

Different minds. One Scotland. 
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The campaign
As 1 in 100 people in
Scotland are autistic,
it is vital that we work
towards creating a fair
society where difference is
understood and accepted.

How you can
get involved

Stage one of this campaign aims
to address the misconceptions
surrounding autism and will have
a focus on delivering the following
messages:

Firstly, by showing your
support on social media.
The campaign goes live
on Monday 17th January.
We’d love for everyone to
come together and share
the following message and
campaign visual on your
social media channels
on Monday 17th January:

1 in 100 people in Scotland
are autistic
Autism is not something that
you grow out of
Autism is not a mental
health condition
Autism is a neurodevelopmental
difference that you are born with.

There are lots of ways you
can get involved with
Different minds. One Scotland.

I/we support Different minds.
One Scotland. #DifferentMinds

1 in 100 people
in Scotland
are autistic
To understand more
about Autism visit
www.differentminds.scot
#DifferentMinds

Different minds. One Scotland. 
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Social media
As the campaign progresses we
will share visuals, films and updates
on social media on a regular basis.
These can also be found on the
Get Involved page of the
differentminds.scot website.
Please follow our social media channels
and feel free to share our content with
your followers:
Our Facebook page is here
facebook.com/Fairer.Scot
Our Twitter handle is
@ScotGovFairer
The campaign hashtag is
#DifferentMinds
A shortened URL which links to the website
is https://bit.ly/36enxa4
A shortened URL which links to the ad is
https://youtu.be/6lp09wSMPeM

Example posts
At least 1 in 100 people in Scotland are autistic, which
means that 1% of our population thinks
in a different way. #DifferentMinds
https://bit.ly/3ckh52B
Autism is a neurodevelopmental difference; put simply,
autistic brains work differently to non-autistic brains.
#DifferentMinds https://bit.ly/3ckh52B
Many people don’t understand autism. There are a lot
of myths and negative perceptions. Find out more here
https://bit.ly/3ckh52B #DifferentMinds
The world needs people who think differently. In a world
where everyone thinks the same, nothing would ever
change. #DifferentMinds https://bit.ly/3ckh52B
One of the best ways to understand more about autism is
to understand what it is not and to listen to the experiences
of autistic people themselves. #DifferentMinds
– find out more here https://bit.ly/3ckh52B

Different minds. One Scotland. 

Advertising
Stage one of the campaign will run again
from Monday 17th January and includes
advertising on TV, outdoor posters, digital
and social media channels.
View the ad here: https://youtu.be/6lp09wSMPeM
and please feel free to share it with your followers from
Monday 17th January.
You can also download posters, digital assets and
short myth films on the Get Involved page of the
differentminds.scot website.
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Myth busting
information
With so many myths surrounding
autism, it’s not surprising that
many autistic people describe
feeling misunderstood.

Autistic
people don’t
feel empathy
All autistic people
have a learning
disability

Not true. Autistic people feel empathy
just the same as everyone else does.
Many autistic people report that they’re
actually often overwhelmed by other
people’s emotional states because they feel
so strongly. But we may not always demonstrate
our empathy in the way that you might expect.

This is a total myth. Many of us, autistic
people have learning differences. Some of
us might require a little bit of extra support,
but what we do need most of all is just your
patience and your understanding.

Autism
Myth Busting
Catriona, Researcher, Advisor & Charity Lead

Gyll, Autistic Advocate, Trainer & Charity Trustee

Current research2 shows that over two thirds of autistic
people don’t have learning disabilities or learning difficulties.
However, many autistic people do have learning differences
– a different way of learning. And this shouldn’t be viewed
as negative: it might mean a greater ability to read as a
young child or a way to identify patterns more easily.

Many autistic people feel extreme empathy for others
but may respond in a way that non-autistic people would
not. For example, by sharing a similar experience of their
own to indicate solidarity, by offering practical help, or by
freezing and doing nothing because they’re unsure how to
respond in a way that’s wanted or required in the situation.

We’ve also created a new leaflet based on
the myths in the film, which will be available
in all libraries across Scotland. Download the
myth busting leaflet or request a copy from
autism@smarts.agency.

Autistic people can find socialising more

tiring than non-autistic people, particularly if

we have to hide our autism in order to blend in.
However, we are not being anti-social. We are
actively making an effort to socialise.

All autistic people
have special skills
like Rainman

Like everybody else, autistic individuals are just that:
individuals. Some might require extra support –
educational, employment or emotional – but this differs
from person-to-person, just like non-autistic people.

Christopher, Software Testing Consultant

Just like some non-autistic people love socialising,
whereas others would prefer a quiet night in with a book.

You can tell
someone is autistic
by looking at them

2 Source: The Scottish Government Microsegmentation Study

We have created a film with autistic people
living in Scotland, to address those barriers
and present the facts. The latest version of
the film includes contributions from Ben,
Chad and Leila and can be downloaded
on the Get Involved page of the
differentminds.scot website.

Autistic people like
to be on their own,
they’re anti-social

Some autistic people can find socialising more tiring than
non-autistic people if they feel the need to suppress their
autism to ‘blend in’. Where this is the case, it can take
some autists time to recover their energy after socialising.
But they’re not being anti-social; if anything, they’re
actively making an effort to socialise.

This isn’t true either. A small percentage
of autistic people are Savants, which
means they have mathematical skills
beyond compare or can produce incredible
artwork. However, most are regular folk.

Well that’s not true. There are autistic people
in all walks of life. In different professions,
of different ages, genders, ethnicities and
religions. Autism does not have a look.
Nor does it always have visible identifying
characteristics. And when it does they
do not apply to all autistic people.

Thomas, Photographer

You can argue that experiencing the world in a different
way – if embraced and understood – can bring something
brilliant to every aspect of life. In which case then yes,
this is a special skill.

Everyone’s a
little autistic

Autism can
be cured
It can be upsetting for autistic people when they share that
Jacqui, Retired Accountant & Mother

1 in 100 people in Scotland are autistic
There’s a myth that everyone is a little
bit autistic. But that’s just not true.
Everybody has autistic traits and everybody
presents autistically at different times to
a certain extent, but you’re only autistic
if your brain is built in that way.

differentminds.scot

Marion, Autistic Person Organisation CEO
& Autistic Advocate

Autism is a mental
health condition

This is a common misconception. Some people have
autistic characteristics, for example, being hyper-focused
or rigid in routines, but that doesn’t make them autistic.

Autism is about how the brain works. How you think and
communicate; how you process information; differences in
sensory experiences. Autistic and non-autistic people can
share similar characteristics, but autistic people see and
experience the world in a fundamentally different way.
Autism isn’t a mental health condition.

Autism actually is a cognitive difference
between you and I. It’s not something that
should be viewed as flawed or problematic
or wrong or something that needs treated.
It’s just how I view the world and how you
view the world. And that’s ok.

Jasmine, Autistic Student & Autistic Advocate

Autism is a neurological difference – MRI scans show
distinctions in the ways that autistic and non-autistic
brains receive and process information.

they are autistic with someone new, only to be told that
they don’t look autistic. Autism is something that shouldn’t
be dismissed, it is a unique part of that person and will not
always be visible to anyone else.
No it can’t. That’s not true. It’s not an
illness. You can’t cure or grow out of autism.
It’s part of a brain difference. We are the
beautiful people we were born to be.
Value us for who we are. Don’t try to cure
us. Let’s work together to make the world
a more understanding and caring place.

Autism mainly
affects young
children

Rosie, Cattery Owner

Autism is not an illness. Being autistic is part of who a
person is, like their eye colour, and not something that
can be changed or grown out of.
Each day autistic people navigate the world they

experience
I would say, in some ways, that as
an adult, – its challenges and positives. Some
develop strategies and skills to do this on their own
being autistic in a ‘neurotypical’ world, is actually
and some need support. Increased acceptance and
more difficult than it was when I was a child.
understanding of autism are what’s needed, not a ‘cure’.
And obviously I’ve been autistic all my life.
I spent the first two years after my diagnosis
looking back and working out all the things
that were probably due to me being autistic.
John, Autistic Advocate,
Mental Health Professional & Father

Neither age, gender nor ethnicity matter – people are born
autistic. Some autistic people don’t get a diagnosis until
adulthood, but they have still been autistic their whole lives.

Different minds. One Scotland. 
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PR

Website

PR and social media
activity is also running
alongside the advertising
campaign to help dispel
the myths that surround
autism.

The Different Minds
website is written in
partnership with autistic
people.

Real stories featuring real people
have a greater impact in terms
of communicating campaign
messages in the media and we
are always on the lookout for
people to be involved.
If you would like to contribute
to the PR campaign as a
spokesperson or to tell your story,
want to update us about local
initiatives, or just need some advice
about getting local publicity, please
contact autism@smarts.agency

We continue to update the site
with new content and information
through our Website Advisory
Group.
If you have any thoughts on the
site or would like to contribute in
anyway please get in touch.

Different minds. One Scotland.
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Key messages
If you are writing about the campaign to your followers or on your website,
here are some campaign key messages that might be useful to include:

Autism is a part of everyday life.
life At least 1 in 100 people in Scotland
are autistic, which means that one per cent of our population sees
and experiences the world around them differently.
Autism is a neurodevelopmental difference,
difference from birth; put simply,
autistic brains work differently to non-autistic brains.
The best way to understand more about autism is to understand
what it is not and to listen to the experiences of autistic people
themselves.
Autism is not a mental health condition,
condition it is a neurodevelopmental
difference.
Whilst many people may be aware of autism it is usually known and
spoken about in the context of children, not many relate it to adults.
adults

Different minds. One Scotland. 
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The facts
People do not develop autism,
autism they are
born autistic, some may not get diagnosed
or realise until later in life.
Many autistic people see autism as an
integral part of who they are. They are
not a person with autism, but an autistic
person, they cannot leave autism at the
door should they want to, many wouldn’t.
Autism affects the way they experience the
world around them, in both positive and
negative ways.
Autism is often thought of as a mental
health condition, it is not,
not however it is true
to say that many autistic people experience
anxiety and depression. We all need to
look after our mental wellbeing

You can’t tell if someone is autistic just
by looking at them,
them autism doesn’t have
a look, autistic people can be of any
race, gender, age. It’s often an invisible
difference with many autistic people
feeling they need to hide or ‘mask’ their
autistic characteristics.
Autism is not caused by vaccines nor is it
curable. Many autistic people would neither
curable
want or need a ‘cure’ as being autistic is
who they are.
If you’d like to understand more
visit differentminds.scot

Different Minds. One Scotland 

We’re looking forward to working with you
during the Different minds. One Scotland. campaign.
If you want to get involved or have any questions,
suggestions or comments, please contact the team.
Lee-Anne Chapman
Scottish Government
leeanne.chapman@gov.scot
PR
Katrina Muir
Smarts
autism@smarts.agency
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